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Abstract

This paper reviews recent advancements in the area of mechanical reliability of optical fiber, building upon previously published reviews in this area. Of particular significance is progress in the area of establishing reliability programs. This review considers efforts made to reduce early failures and to establish reliability programs with an emphasis on functional reliability.
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1. Introduction

The mechanical reliability of optical fiber has been studied for several decades. In the early days concerns over delayed failure were mitigated by the advent of the loose tube cable design. In recent years those concerns persist due to the proliferation of constricted cable designs like tight buffer and ribbon. In these cases, fiber can experience a complex array of applied stresses. Even for loose tube cable designs fiber is being asked to carry more of the load. Recent changes to GR-20 state, “With the cable subjected to the rated installation load for one hour, fibers shall exhibit a maximum tensile strain of 60% of the fiber proof strain.” Recent strength testing results show that a proof stress level flaw will fail in minutes if loaded to 60% of the proof stress! This demonstrates the need for consensus on mechanical reliability issues. In addition to delayed failure concerns is the issue of fiber failures due to handling induced damage. The explosion of fiber-based components and devices has resulted in significant lengths of fiber being handled on the assembly floor and placed into ever-smaller packages. There is a need for mechanical reliability programs that address both delayed failure issues and fiber handling procedures.

The diagram in Figure 1 shows the classic “bathtub” reliability diagram. The goal is to reduce or eliminate early failures and to maximize the useful life of a product by accurately predicting the onset of wear-out. The primary wear-out phenomenon for optical fiber, from a mechanical point of view, continues to be subcritical crack growth or fatigue. Subcritical crack growth studies have traditionally focused on determining crack growth parameters for in-service lifetime predictions. Recently, high speed dynamic fatigue testing has allowed for a clearer understanding of fatigue during typical fiber processing events.
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speed processing events like proof testing also are important because they establish the strength distribution that will be subjected to in-service stresses.

![Reliability Bathtub Diagram](image)

Figure 1. The “Reliability Bathtub” diagram from reference 8

There is continued research in characterizing manufacturing and handling induced flaws in optical fiber. Artificially induced flaws continue to be used as a means for understanding their mechanical behavior for two reasons: (1) manufacturing induced flaws are rare and (2) handling induced flaws, though more frequent, do not have sufficiently tight strength distributions.

Anyone intimately familiar with manufacturing and handling processes for optical fiber and optical fiber based components knows that most mechanical reliability issues are not related to the technical issues surrounding failure probability predictions from fatigue or aging. The primary issue is one of premature fiber failure caused by handling induced damage or excessive stress. The impact of premature fiber failure for these reasons is shown in Figure 1 as early failures. Early failures have become an increasingly important issue with the high volume
of fiber being handled during cabling and cable installations and the growth of the active and passive fiber component industry.

Finally, with new fiber-based telecommunications products being introduced at a staggering pace it seems appropriate to discuss how mechanical reliability programs are established. The key ingredients for establishing a fiber reliability program are presented along with guidance for reducing early failures.

2. Advancements in Basic Understanding

2.1. Subcritical Crack Growth

At the core of the optical fiber lifetime prediction is the crack velocity model for subcritical crack growth or fatigue. The power law has been used extensively over the past 20 years, but exponential forms are attractive from a fundamental chemical kinetics point of view. As Matthewson\(^9\) points out, fatigue data does not point to one model over another. Dynamic strength testing at ultra-slow stressing rates or long-term static fatigue tests on proof stress level flaws would be useful in resolving this dilemma. This testing necessitates the use of surrogate flaws due to the infrequency of naturally occurring flaws. The advantages and disadvantages of surrogate flaws will be discussed later. Semjonov et al.\(^{10}\) have demonstrated the ability to create artificial proof stress level flaws using cube-corner indents suitable for static fatigue testing.

Over the last few years there has been increased interest in tensile testing optical fiber at high loading rates.\(^{7,10\text{-}15}\) High speed strength testing of proof stress level flaws in fiber gives direct knowledge about strength degradation during high speed processing events like proof testing. Figure 2 shows high-speed strength test results from draw-abraded fiber measured under ambient conditions. Of particular importance is the non-linear behavior at the higher speeds. This behavior also has been observed on bare fibers with flaws produced by cube-corner indents (see Figure 3).\(^{10}\) Thus, this curvature is not purely a coating related phenomenon. Hanson and Glaesemann\(^{15}\) suggest that this behavior is indicative of region II type crack growth. However, from a flaw size point of view, region II behavior is unexpected\(^{16}\) and has not been observed on direct crack velocity experiments on optical fiber using larger flaws.\(^{17}\) Nevertheless, region II type behavior should be accounted for when modeling proof testing and other high speed processing events. Regardless of the mechanism at work modeling fatigue during proof testing and other high speed processing events now is a matter of interpolation rather than extrapolation.
Figure 2. Measured strength and predicted initial and fatigue strength for abraded optical fiber tested at high speeds.

Figure 3. Median strength of indented fibers with high-speed tester. □ - 1 gram indent; ▲ - 2 gram indent.
Tomozawa and colleagues\textsuperscript{18-20} have determined that the strength and fatigue behavior of optical fiber is dependent on fictive temperature. They cite molecular dynamics calculations showing glass strength decreasing with decreasing fictive temperature and affirm this with the strength data shown in Figure 4. Water interacts with glass at flaw tips so as to cause structural relaxation, thereby, reducing the fictive temperature of the glass in that region. Lower fictive temperatures, in turn, allow more water vapor to enter the glass. So for long times under load in the presence of water, the fictive temperature will lower and flaws will be weaker. Volotinen et al.\textsuperscript{21} have used this theory to explain the weakness of fusion splices.

This theory is also said to explain the well-known dependence of strength on stressing rate or static load. Figure 5 shows silica glass with the higher fictive temperature to have greater fatigue resistance than that of a lower fictive temperature. However, the fatigue parameter $n$ of optical fiber, with a high fictive temperature, is typically half that of bulk glass having a lower fictive temperature.\textsuperscript{1}
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\caption{Mechanical strength versus surface fictive temperature of soda-lime glasses\textsuperscript{20}}
\end{figure}

Perhaps there are factors affecting the fatigue difference between bulk and fiber forms of glass. Michalske\textsuperscript{22} attributes this difference to the form of the assumed crack velocity model. High strength fiber tests the lower crack velocity range and lower strength bulk glass tests a higher crack velocity region. Glaesemann\textsuperscript{23}
showed that flaws with the same strength can have different fatigue behavior and by decreasing the strength slightly, large increases in fatigue resistance were observed. Furthermore, localized residual stresses are known to play a role in measured fatigue values.\textsuperscript{24,25} The effects of material properties, flaws and stress on fatigue will continue to be an area of research and discussion.

![Figure 5. Dynamic fatigue and inert strength of T08 silica glass with different fictive temperatures](image)

### 2.2. Flaw Characterization

Flaws in optical fiber have been studied for many years.\textsuperscript{26,27} Researchers continue to develop understanding about these flaws in an effort to better understand and predict their behavior. The fiber surface can be damaged before the coating is applied during the draw process and the resulting flaws can be sufficiently small to survive typical proof test stresses. There is little information in the literature detailing the morphology of these flaws, however, the basic manner in which fiber is drawn suggests contact events that can best be described as rubbing or scratching the fiber. The more common form of surface damage is through the fiber coating during post-proof test processing of fiber. Processing induced damage involves fracture of the polymer coating as a precursor to damaging the glass surface. The flaw formed in this manner has a morphology dependent on the handling environment and equipment. For example, abrasions caused by contaminants in a coloring die will be different
than those generated by a damaged pulley. Wiederhorn and Lawn\textsuperscript{28} state the key variables involved in generating an abrasion flaw to be the relative material properties of the abrasive and target material, the geometry of the abrasive, the localized residual stress generated by the impact event, the fracture toughness of the target material and the kinetic energy imparted during the damage event. Thus, the mechanical damage during processing or handling steps, like stripping, cleaning, cleaving and splicing, can have unique morphologies since the abrasion events vary widely. More recently, Ritter et al.\textsuperscript{29} claim that for large abrasion flaws in bulk silica glass, the radial crack will always control failure. It is not known if the smaller abrasion type flaws in optical fiber can be generalized in this fashion. A deeper understanding of flaw morphologies related to specific handling events is needed.

The other basic flaw type for optical fiber is embedded particles.\textsuperscript{30} Particulate can be wholly contained within the fiber preform or exist partially embedded on the fiber surface. The origin for such contamination can be the draw environment or surface contamination during splicing events.\textsuperscript{31} The distinction between internal and external flaw is important in that internal flaws will not grow subcritically over time due to the absence of molecular water. The frequency of these flaws has decreased over the years as manufacturing processes improve, nevertheless, understanding their mechanical behavior is important. Recently, Wissuchek\textsuperscript{32} modeled residual stresses and stress intensity factors for some common particulate compositions as a first step toward establishing a fracture mechanics model for these flaw types. He demonstrates the residual stress dependence on particle shape and elastic modulus. Furthermore, he concludes that the toughness and fatigue properties of the particle/silica interface rather than the host silica are key in determining the fiber lifetime for this flaw type. Continued research in this area is needed to develop the level of detail necessary for predicting the reliability of this flaw type.

2.3. Model Flaws

2.3.1 Glass

To study the weakest flaws in glass products like optical fiber, researchers have used artificially induced flaws. As-manufactured flaws occur too infrequently and have too much variability for strength and fatigue studies. Surrogate flaws were thought to provide reproducible flaws that replicated as-manufactured ones. In his review paper Matthewson\textsuperscript{3} gives a detailed assessment of the success of surrogate flaws in modeling the behavior of actual flaws in fiber. Of particular significance are surrogate flaw behaviors that depart from the traditional fracture mechanics model\textsuperscript{a} employed in most mechanical reliability predictions. “Crack

\begin{equation}
K_I = Y\sigma\sqrt{a}\text{ (1)}
\end{equation}

\textsuperscript{a} Most optical fiber lifetime models assume the stress intensity factor of the life limiting flaw to be dependent on applied stress and flaw depth according to the well known relationship,
pop-in” is one such behavior. Here the strength of a flaw produced by indentation suddenly drops due to rapid formation of a radial crack from the indentation impression.\textsuperscript{35,36} The driving force for this flaw formation is localized residual stress formed during the plastic deformation of the glass during indentation. Matthewson\textsuperscript{3} contends that this phenomenon should be taken more seriously in the modeling of fiber reliability and uses the argument of similarity between indentation flaws and actual flaws in optical fiber. Recently, Ritter et al.\textsuperscript{29} downplayed the significance of this event by citing silica’s ability to accommodate the indenter or abrasion volume through densification.

From a field experience point of view, “pop-in” does not appear so threatening. For over a decade, the author has examined hundreds of post-proof fiber breaks and has never observed a single break that can be attributed to the “pop-in” of flaws as observed with indentation flaws. The vast majority of fiber breaks occur due to excessive stress or damage through the coating.\textsuperscript{37}

The strength and fatigue effects of surface contamination have been studied by deliberately introducing contamination into the draw process. Early work by DiMarcello et al.\textsuperscript{38} demonstrated dramatic strength decreases by introducing zirconia particulate into the draw furnace environment. Svensson and Breuls\textsuperscript{39} have attempted to seed fiber preforms with zirconia particles in an attempt to measure the fatigue of fibers with this contaminant. They observed what could best be described as anomalous results with strength actually increasing at slower stressing rates. The difficulty with this type of testing is generating a strength distribution with sufficiently low variability.

Flaws produced by mechanical abrasion, usually by particles, have traditionally been used as a type of model flaw. They bring the flaw morphology closer to that of actual flaws than indentation flaws. Mechanical abrasions on optical fiber have been produced using a variety of abrasion methods. In several cases the flaws were created to replicate a particular surface abrasion created during actual manufacturing or handling. Table I summarizes some of these abrasion methods and the manufacturing and handling process they reflect.

Strengths near typical proof stress levels can be attained with abrasion flaws. Also, the variety of methods used to produce these flaws covers a wide range of actual fiber handling events. Therefore, the behavior of these flaws should translate well to that of actual flaws. The results from these studies have been shown to be useful in the study of fiber fatigue and process handling on strength. Higher Weibull m values are needed in order to make these flaw types more useful in distinguishing between crack velocity models.

To date, model flaws provide qualitative insight into the behavior of actual flaws.\textsuperscript{3} It is believed that continued comparison between model flaws and actual flaws will narrow the gap between laboratory behavior and industry experience.

where $Y$ contains the flaw shape and loading factors and $\alpha$ is the flaw depth. A semi-elliptical surface flaw will have a constant stress intensity factor over the entire crack front when $Y = 0.73$.\textsuperscript{33,34}
Table I. Methods for Deliberate Abrasion of Optical Fiber Surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abrasion Method</th>
<th>Simulated Manufacturing or Handling Damage</th>
<th>( \sigma_f ) (kpsi)</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particulate in coating</td>
<td>Surface abrasion from coating contamination</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>131</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-draw pulley</td>
<td>On-draw abrasion from normal contact during draw process</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>( \sim 16 )</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-draw abrasion by static object</td>
<td>Sliding contact abrasion during draw and post-draw processing</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle abrasion</td>
<td>Contact damage during processing, handling and termination</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50-160</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasive pulley</td>
<td>Post-draw fiber processing over pulleys</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3.2 Coating

As mentioned previously, fracture of the polymer coating surrounding the glass fiber is a precursor to most glass surface abrasions. Whereas the fracture of polymers has been studied for many years, the fracture or abrasion resistance of optical fiber coatings as they exist over the glass fiber has not received much attention. Wissuchek et al.\(^{49}\) have shown that the fracture properties of these polymer coatings can be studied with the use of controlled flaws. They developed coating fracture tests using both indentation and particle abrasion. Figure 6 illustrates the crack systems formed during indentation. An energy-based method was used to capture the complex response of coatings to fracture. Of particular importance is accounting for plasticity of the coating during the damage event.
3. Establishing a Reliability Program

Optical fiber has a proven track record of being reliable. One factor in establishing this fact was the use of the loose tube cable design in the early days of optical fiber. The primary applied stress was that generated by bending to create excess fiber length in the cable. This is not the case today. Constricted cable designs like tight buffer and ribbon cables have been used. These cable designs create both tensile and bending loads on the fiber. Furthermore, Bellcore recently has allowed the loading of fibers to 60% of the proof stress during cable installation.\(^6\)

In addition to increased stress on fiber today, the amount of fiber being handled has increased dramatically. The shear volume of fiber being cabled and popularity of passive and active fiber based communication technologies has greatly increased the opportunities for handling induced damage. In order for fiber to maintain its reputation as a reliable technology engineers and scientists have to go beyond studies on the basic science of strength and flaw growth and implement programs that produce reliable products.

A common blueprint for a reliability program is simply conformance to GR-20\(^6\) for fiber, GR-1209\(^5\) and 1221\(^5\) for fiber based components, or GR-458\(^5\) for active devices. Fiber Optic Test Procedures (FOTPs) are employed as testing procedures in the mechanical testing program.\(^6\) Whereas this approach provides

\(^{\beta}\) An excellent review of mechanical testing methods can be found in reference 4.
the necessary information for trade and commerce purposes it doesn’t necessarily link to functional reliability. A program focused on functional reliability attempts to find and eliminate sources of infant mortality and to generate specific knowledge needed to make a lifetime prediction for known wear out mechanisms. The diagram below describes the necessary ingredients for creating such a program. In this section these ingredients for establishing a reliability program based on product functionality are discussed.

The illustration in Figure 7 shows the basic ingredients for a mechanical reliability program for optical fiber and optical fiber based components and devices. Before an actual reliability prediction can be made these programs should be considered.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7. Ingredients for a mechanical reliability program

3.1 Testing

The testing part of the reliability program focuses on three needs. The need for passing a performance standard (e.g., GR-20, 1221, 1209, or 458), the need for finding failure modes, and the need for knowledge of material properties. Information about standardized tests for measuring against GRs is easily obtainable and outside the scope of this paper.

Testing in an effort to find failure modes in a fiber or fiber based products requires that the product be stressed until failure occurs. The strategy is to determine what it takes to cause failure and to compare the failure stress with what might be expected in service. Tensile testing, environmental exposure, shock and vibration, or extreme handling can impart stress. The test method itself depends on the product or process being investigated. For example, splices, fusion or mechanical, are simply loaded to failure by tensile testing.\(^{31,53}\) Several years ago thin-coated optical fibers where proposed as a means for increased fiber density in high-count ribbon cables.\(^{47,48}\) Several tests were
created in an effort to find failure modes relevant to the processing of thin-coated fibers. Testing for failure modes is more than passing a specified level of performance. It gives a feel for the performance limits of the basic design and should be performed early in the development effort.

Processes for manufacturing and handling fiber should be examined for their ability to generate failure modes as well. In most cases fiber-handling equipment is qualified after engineers have carefully tuned the equipment so that it is examined under the best of conditions. However, to test processing equipment for possible failure modes, one would run the equipment at its extremes for speed, alignment, stress, etc. A simple “rule of thumb” is to set these extremes 2X away from the nominal operating condition. Break ends are collected for further examination and the fiber can be re-screened or strength tested in long lengths to look for process induced damage. Again, the point here is to push the equipment until something “bad” happens in an effort to determine the limits of the fiber handling process.

The testing part of the reliability program also is where one obtains knowledge of material properties and fatigue parameters. Material properties like Young’s modulus, cure shrinkage and glass transition temperature are needed to model environmentally induced in-service stresses. Thermal proof testing can be done provided these material properties are known and incorporated into the applied stress model. Measurements of fatigue behavior have been covered extensively in recent reviews and publications. Of more recent significance is the need for appropriate crack growth parameters for high speed processing events.

3.2 Applied Stresses

A predictive lifetime model for optical fiber is only as good as the applied stress data or model. Loose tube cable designers have an established set of independent variables for determining the fiber bend configuration and the strain window of the cable. When new cable designs are introduced these variables usually are addressed. Loose tube cables usually are considered to be low risk for fiber failures. However, Nagata et al. recently examined optical failures in a loose tube cable and concluded that unless the material properties of the loose tube are well characterized the tubes can shrink excessively, thereby placing fibers under excessive bending stresses. Fiber in cable experiences stress even in the most benign of cable designs and analytical models are not always sufficient to ensure tolerable stress levels. Finite element analysis (FEA) has recently been employed to model both cable and cabled fiber. This type of modeling, though difficult, holds promise for delivering applied stress distributions in complex cable structures.

Applied stress measurements for fiber in cable have been around for many years. Time-of-flight and phase-shift methods are used routinely to measure cabled fiber strain (see reference 59 for a recent example). These methods measure the average tensile stresses over a relatively long length of fiber. They should be used when the fiber subjected to the same tensile stress over the entire cable length being measured. Some have found these optical methods
difficult to use and have developed a direct mechanical method for measuring tensile strain.60

Fibers in a typical stranded loose-tube cable experience a considerable range of stresses, even over a few centimeters. Similarly, fibers in ribbon cables experience significant tension, compression, and bending within a single strand length. In these cases caution must be exercised when using the common optical strain measurement techniques. Brillouin OTDRs can resolve an average stress over several meter fiber lengths,61,62 but this is not sufficient for mechanical reliability assessments of these more complex cable designs. Direct applied stress measurements using in-fiber sensors hold promise for measuring more localized tensile stresses. For example, Bragg gratings written directly into fiber and deployed in a cable or component package would be capable of delivering accurate tensile stress measurements at a discrete location.63 Several gratings strategically placed in a cable would allow for tensile stress mapping. Etched fibers also could be used as an embedded strain gauge. What is needed is centimeter length resolution on applied bending and tensile stress measurements for cabled fiber in order to develop a distribution of applied stresses.

It is generally assumed that fiber based components and devices have low reliability risk from fiber failure due to the short lengths employed. However, it is common to remove the polymer coating during splicing, connecting and packaging and expose bare glass to handling induced damage.65,66 Once this is done, the earlier proof testing performed during fiber manufacturing no longer has relevance. Furthermore, fibers can experience tight bends to accommodate the package design.67-70 It is these situations that pose the greatest reliability risk for fiber components and devices. More research is not the answer here. Rather, knowledge and control over applied stresses coupled with strength testing or proof testing and a set of generally accepted best practices for handling fiber are needed.

For coated fiber, the long-term applied stress should be no greater than 1/5th the proof stress unless one performs an extensive investigation into the probability of encountering a proof stress level flaw.15,71 Fiber stripped of its coating should be proof tested to five times the applied stress and protected from further damage.

3.3 Failure Mode Analysis (FMA)

Failure mode analysis is simply the task of determining the cause of failure and is a crucial step in analyzing test results as well as early failures during processing. The analysis of the fiber breaks traditionally is called Break Source Analysis (BSA). Skilled persons are able to read coating and glass fracture surface features to determine the cause of failure.72,73 The primary tool is an optical microscope. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is of value in determining the composition of contaminants. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a proven research tool74,75 and has found some use in FMA or BSA investigations.
Optical fiber has been deployed for over two decades and retrieval of fibers, components and devices from the field provides an important feedback loop into failure modes of fiber based technologies. Several FMA studies on early fibers showed evidence of strength degradation. Fibers exposed to steam explosions or left unprotected in the cable yard experienced strength degradation. Some early fibers designed to have low mechanical adhesion were found to be difficult to handle after prolonged exposure to wet conditions. It also was found that one must take care to avoid coating damage while removing fibers from a cable, since such damage can make it difficult to interpret the post-aging strength distribution. Several studies on field aged fibers have been conducted on more modern fiber types and in each case no strength degradation or handleability issues were observed. It is important to continue this form of examination as the fiber network ages. In 1993 Lisle published an extensive review of failure modes for deployed cable. To no one’s surprise, “dig-ups” were the largest source of premature failure. One can find an excellent review of field failure modes for components that make up DWDM transmission systems in reference.

One of most important requirements for performing FMA or BSA is having the failed component or fiber as close to the as-failed state as possible. For example, a fiber break in a buffer tube is best left in the tube until the fractologist begins the dissection. Similarly, a break in a component package should be left undisturbed. The position of the fiber and the surrounding materials are extremely important. Many times the fiber coating is removed before the fractologist begins the BSA, but more than half of the failure history is found in the coating. Mechanically stripping the coating during the dissection introduces more flaws and can mask the original cause of failure. Sometimes only a few centimeters of fiber are provided or the break ends are covered with tape. Great care is needed in preparing for FMA and BSA.

A common method for determining tensile failure stress from fiber fracture surface features is to obtain the mirror radius by measuring radially across the fiber as shown in Figure 8a. This method avoids the effects of surface features that can disturb the mirror region near the glass surface. However, the more common method for measuring fracture mirrors for glass in general is the chord method shown in Figure 8b. The chord method has less influence from bending induced stresses which elongate the mirror in the radial direction and result in an underestimation of the applied stress at failure. Furthermore, since the fiber surface is usually unblemished away from the actual damage site, the mirror region near the surface is less apt to be altered by surface effects. Baker and Glaesemann reaffirmed this in their recent comparison of the two methods.
3.4. Process Analysis

The “process analysis” portion of a reliability program is where one obtains data on what the manufacturing process actually produces in the way of induced damage or applied stresses. Also, the strength distribution that is used in the reliability model is obtained directly from the manufacturing process. This is important because the flaw distribution usually is unique to the manufacturing process.

In “process analysis” one also seeks potential failure modes and implements corrective action. Common sources of failure modes for fiber processing originate at pulleys, coloring dies, guide wires, and mishandled fiber reels. Similarly, fiber failure modes from the manufacturing of components and devices originate from poor termination practices, contaminated work surfaces, and handling of pigtailed or leads. These sources for failure modes seem rather obvious, but can be overlooked in today’s fast paced manufacturing environments. For more admonitions and background in this area see references 31, 65, 74, and 87-90.

Proof testing is an effective means of truncating the fiber strength distribution during fiber manufacturing. It should always be considered during the development of component and device manufacturing processes. Proof testing also is recommended for the fast growing fiber sensor market.91

3.5. Reliability Assessment

A reliability assessment is an event where a cross-functional team, representing manufacturing, development and FMA, gathers to make an overall assessment.
of the reliability of the fiber based product. The assessment covers two basic areas related to mechanical reliability; namely, infant or early failures and wear out failures. Early failures are eliminated by careful examination of every fiber handling event and the results of the testing program. The probability of failure from wear out mechanisms like fatigue is assessed by inputting applied stresses, strength distributions and fatigue parameters into the reliability model. For long-length applications, the allowable stress should be based on a percentage of the proof stress. This is called a “minimum strength” design. Basically, one treats the fiber as being no stronger than the proof stress level. A search of reliability models reveals applied stress to proof stress ratios of 1/3rd to 1/6th. As stated earlier, the author recommends the 1/5th rule for 20 to 40 year terrestrial applications. This methodology also should be used in fiber termination as well. That is to say, anytime the coating is removed the fiber should be reproof-tested and the minimum strength design employed. The applied stress design rule for submarine applications usually is more conservative than that for terrestrial applications due to the greater consequences for an undersea fiber failure.

A failure probability model can be used provided the strength distribution is representative of the in-service application. For example, long-length applications require strength distributions consisting of many kilometers of data. Some reliability models use the fiber break rate during proof testing as a means for incorporating the strength distribution into the failure probability prediction. Paul and Glaesemann questioned the underlying assumption for this model that the flaws failing proof testing come from the same distribution as those that survive. That is to say, the distribution of flaws that pass proof testing, and are placed in service, cannot be predicted from those that fail proof testing. They performed extensive testing and found little correlation between proof test break rate and the post proof strength distribution. Coated fiber pigtails are excellent candidates for a failure probability design since the probability of finding a proof stress level flaw is low. It still is important to have a long-length strength distribution even for these applications.

In the case where regions of the fiber are exposed to different stresses or the strength distribution varies, one divides the product into regions for reliability assessment. The reliability of each region then is determined and the total reliability for the entire product is obtained by simply multiplying the reliability’s of all regions:

$$R_T = \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i$$

This equation is for regions in series, which usually is the case for fiber applications. One can clearly see that the region with the lowest reliability governs the reliability of the total product. An example of such a reliability assessment for wear out failures can be found in reference 70.
4. Summary

This article reviewed some of the recent research on the mechanical behavior of flaws in optical fiber. High speed testing of proof test level flaws enables more accurate modeling of high speed processing events. Although there appears to be a correlation between fictive temperature and fatigue behavior the proposed theory does not explain differences in fatigue behavior between large flaws in bulk glass and small flaws in optical fiber. Surrogate flaws continue to be used for modeling the mechanical behavior of as-manufactured flaws in optical fiber. Indentation flaws are simpler than those produced by mechanical abrasion; however, abrasion induced flaws better represent actual as-manufactured flaws. New research into the fracture behavior of protective polymer coatings was reviewed. This is a first step toward a more comprehensive fracture mechanics model for abrasion resistance.

The key ingredients for a successful mechanical reliability program were presented. It is recommended that the testing part of the program go beyond simply testing to a standard. Rather one attempts to seek failure modes by testing the limits of the product or process. Applied stresses are just as important as strength and fatigue information. Finite Element Analysis is beginning to be used to model complex cable structures. Increased spatial resolution is needed for measuring applied stresses for cabled fiber. Failure Mode Analysis (FMA) and Break Source Analysis (BSA) are the tools one employs to discover the cause of fiber failure. A good optical microscope is needed as well as a user who is experienced in fractography. The process analysis step is where one learns what the process generates by way of induced damage and applied stresses. Recommendations for minimizing early failures were given for both fiber processing and fiber handling. Proof testing remains an effective tool in controlling the strength distribution. The actual reliability assessment consists of an in depth review of modes for early failures and predictions for wear out failures.
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